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Asset Building for Communities of Color (ABC) Program
[image: Asset Building for Communities of Color (ABC) Program] The Asset Building for Communities of Color (ABC) Program will provide growth capital to diverse business owners across the County of Los Angeles.
    [...]

About LISC LA
[image: About LISC LA] LISC LA is one of 38 offices of the Local Initiatives Support Corporation, a national non-profit organization supporting community development in cities and rural areas throughout the country. 

We serve as an intermediary, building bridges between our local non-profit partners and the resources they need to transform underserved neighborhoods into thriving communities of opportunity and choice.
    [...]


ABC Program Recipient Spotlight: Bakers Bench


        Jennifer Yee's vegan-friendly bakery collaborates with local businesses to contribute to Chinatown’s preservation, growth, and success. Bakers Bench is a recipient of Growth Capital from LISC LA’s Asset Building for Comm
        [...]




Asset Building for Communities of Color (ABC)

        LISC LA’s Asset Building for Communities of Color (ABC) program is designed to create pathways for diverse small business owners across Los Angeles County to grow, scale, create jobs, and fuel wealth creation.
        [...]




LISC Awarded $750,000 from Merritt Community Capital Corporation to Support Diverse Affordable Housing Professionals

        LISC announced that the non-profit has received a $750,000 grant over three years from Merritt Community Capital Corporation to support and expand the work of LISC’s HDTI...
        [...]



How we do it

        The premise is simple: government, foundations and for-profit companies have the capital; residents and local institutions understand the need; and LISC bridges the gap by offering the relationships and expertise to help community organizations attract the kinds of resources that allow them to do their best work. 
        [...]
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LISC LA NewslettersCheck out our newsletter, highlighting the latest in economic development and affordable housing.
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🎙️ LISC LA's Executive Director Discusses Solutions for the Housing Crisis on The Legal Lens
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Stay ConnectedFollow us on Twitter to stay up to date on our latest news, events and programs.




LISC News
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3.26.2024
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                  LISC Stories,
                    
                  Economic DevelopmentCCNP Opens FamilySource Center in Koreatown
[image: None]Since 2018, CCNP has been an integral part of LISC’s Financial Opportunity Centers® (FOC) network. They recently opened a new center, allowing them to provide essential services to 4,000 community members each year.
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                  LISC StoriesEmpowering Latina Entrepreneurs: A Reflection on the Latina Disruptors Event
[image: None]LISC LA Program Officer, Diana Reyes, reflects on the inspiring trailblazers she met at a recent event and shares why their stories deeply resonate with her work at LISC.
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                  LISC Stories,
                    
                  Economic DevelopmentCompton Soul: Celebrating Black Culture and Pride
[image: None]In celebration of Black History Month, Erica Harris is honoring the contributions and resilience of the Black community through her urban luxury apparel brand, Compton Soul. LISC LA’s ABC program is supporting her mission to create a positive narrative for Compton and invest back in her community.
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                  LISC Stories,
                    
                  Economic DevelopmentTransforming Workplaces for Good
[image: None]During Black History Month, we honor leaders like Monique Cadle of Good Works Consulting, whose work is laying the foundation for more equitable and inclusive workplaces.
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                  LISC Stories,
                    
                  Affordable HousingHDTI's Hands-on Approach to Building Skills and Homes
[image: None]HDTI blends theory with real-world application, equipping housing professionals with skills to lead and innovate in the sector.
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                  LISC Stories,
                    
                  Economic DevelopmentBridging the Gap: How ABC is Fueling BIPOC Business Dreams in LA
[image: None]LISC LA’s ABC program is helping to close the opportunity gap for BIPOC entrepreneurs through flexible capital and technical assistance. Meet William Jackson of Global Electric, who recently purchased commercial property in Inglewood with the support of ABC.
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From National LISC:
1.23.2024
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                  In the News,
                    
                  LISC StoriesA Pop Quiz for LISC CEO Michael T. Pugh
[image: None]Michael T. Pugh, LISC president and CEO, answered eight questions for Affordable Housing Finance about his top priorities for the organization, the lessons he learned as a bank teller, and the very best advice he ever got (bonus point: it's good advice for everyone).
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